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Calligrapher in Me

On the Spot

R.D.P.S.

Classrooms

Lt.07 .2017, (40 minutes)

Class II (A - E)

OBJECTIVES:

r To enhance i:he line motor and aesthetic skills of the children.

o To enha-:e creativity in one's handwriting.

o To de.: :: concentration and calmness in handwriting'

. To ce, = :: nterest for neat handwriting and presentable work'

oescRrptrox:
"The att of wriUng is the art of discovering what you believe, writing

person".

expresses who you are as

Gustave Flaubert

Calligraphy is a visual art related to writing. It is the design and execution of lettering with a pen,

penol, a broad tip instrument, brush or other writing instruments. A contemporary caiiigraphlc

practice can be defined as, 'The art of giving form to signs in an expressive, harmonious and skillful

mannef. To draw the attention of the children towards the importance of the same and to motivate

them for beautiful and neat handwriting the activity "Calligrapher in Me" was condutted for the

students of Class II to enhance their aesthetic and creative skills in writing. The students were well

briefed to bring like A4 ruled sheet, special pens etc. students were given freedom to express their

riting skills . =- nnovative manner. All the students were appreciatel for their efforts. They all

were appreciate: .:- their performance and were told that writing reflects one's personality and were

motivated to in":-.,,,,e in future. All students participated with zeal and enthusiasm. Best five entries

were selected from each section and out of all best five were awarded on the basis of creativity,

calmness and curiosity. Overall it was an interesting activity as it helped them to develop their self

confidence, creativity and enhance their writing skills.
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